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About the Generalized Cauchy Relation in Non-Equilibrium Amorphous Materials
• Martine Philipp1, Christelle Verschueren2, Thomas Müller1, Ralf Bacthavatchalool1, Wulf Possart2, Roland Sanctuary1, Jörg Baller1, Bartosz Zielinski1, Patrick Alnot3, and Jan Krüger1 — 1LPM, Universität du Luxembourg, L-1115 Luxembourg — 2Universität des Saarlandes, Saarbrücken, Germany — 3Université Nancy, France
From solid state physics it is known that Cauchy relations (CR) increase the symmetry of the elastic tensor compared to the actual point symmetry. These CR hold true only under severe conditions concerning the symmetry of the material. At the transition to the amorphous state symmetry is reduced. Thus, the authors have found for amorphous solids and high frequency clamped liquids a generalized CR (gCR) under the form of a linear transformation c11=c44+c44+A, with A being a constant. Once A is known, one of the two elastic constants can be predicted by knowing the other. This surprising result means that for amorphous solids the interdependence of the two elastic constants is strongly reduced. In the current presentation we discuss to which extent thermodynamic non-equilibrium violates the gCR. For that purpose the interdependency of c11 and c44 of reactive polymers is studied in the course of the curing process by means of in-situ Grazing Incidence X-ray Diffraction (GIXD). Special attention is paid to accompanying transition phenomena like gelation and chemically induced freezing. An attempt is made to interpret the parameter A.
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A cellular polyethylene-naphthalate piezo- and ferroelectrets: foaming in supercritical carbon dioxide, structure formation through inflation and stretching — Peng Fang1, Werner Wirges1, Reimund Gerhard1, and Larissa Zirke1 — 1Applied Condensed-Matter Physics, Institute of Physics, University of Potsdam, Am Neuen Palais 10, 14469 Potsdam, Germany — 2Institute of Polymer Materials, Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nürnberg, Martensstrasse 7, 91058 Erlangen, Germany
Cellular polymeric films can be used as ferroelectrets in many transducer applications. Here, we propose a preparation process for cellular polyethylene-naphthalate (PEN) films with the following steps: (1) Foaming by means of supercritical carbon dioxide (CO2), (2) controlled inflation through gas diffusion and expansion, and (3) biaxial stretching. We demonstrate and describe the cellular structure that is formed under suitable processing conditions. For the foaming process, a PEN film is saturated with supercritical CO2 at room temperature for a few hours, at a pressure as high as 100 bar, where the temperature is very critical for controlling the sample density. Additional inflation can improve the cellular geometry. Stretching may be employed in order to achieve a cellular structure with lens-like voids. Piezoelectric coefficients of up to 140 pC/N demonstrate the suitability of such cellular PEN films for transducer applications. However, high electromechanical responses are found only on samples within the proper density range and with optimal cellular structures. Their piezoelectricity is partially stable at elevated temperatures as high as 100°C.
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Röntgenabsorptionsmessungen an freien Aminosäuren-Nanopartikeln — René Lewinski, Christina Grop, Burkhard Langer, Bernhard Wassermann, Harald Bresch, Roman Fleisch und Eckart Rühl — Institut für Chemie und Biochemie, Freie Universität Berlin, Takustr. 3, 14195 Berlin
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Structure formation upon sputtering of iron in diblock copolymer film with and without maghemite nanoparticles - an in-situ GISAXS study — Mottakan M. Abul Kasim1, Gunar Kaune1, Alexander Diethert1, Weinan Wang2, Kai Schlagel2, Sebastian Coutet2, Ralf Röhrsberger2, Stephan V. Roth2, and Peter Müller-Buschforth1 — 1TU München, Physik.Department LS E15, James-Franck-Str. 1, 85747 Garching, (Germany) — 2HASYLAB at DESY, Notkestr. 85, 22603 Hamburg (Germany)
Sputtering technique can be used to incorporate metal particle fillers into a self-assembled block copolymer film to get a nanocomposite. We have investigated the structures formed during sputtering of iron on the diblock copolymer films with and without iron oxide nanoparticlles. We used cylindrical structure forming diblock copolymer poly-styrene-block-poly-methyl methacrylate and maghemite nanoparticles to produce the films. The metal iron was sputtered on to the surface of nanostructured film and the structure formation was recorded and investigated in-situ grazing incident small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) technique. The surface topography of the composite films before and after sputtering is investigated by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The presence of nanoparticles in the film act as a nucleation site which leads to a different type and size of structures compared to the film without nanoparticles upon sputtering of iron. Funding by the CompNet program is acknowledged.
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Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) as thermo responsive coating on Microcantilever Sensors — Sebastian K. Nett1,2, Calvin Bradley1, Mine Memesa2, Yajun Cheng2, Sebastian Lenz2, Rüdiger Berger2, and Jochen S. Guttman1,2 — 1Max Planck Institut für Polymer Research, Ackermannweg 10, D-55128 Mainz — 2Institute for Physical Chemistry, Johannes Gutenberg University, Jakob-Welder-Weg 10, D-55099 Mainz
Micro fabricated cantilevers proved to be a versatile system to be used as sensors. Any stress applied to the cantilever is very precisely detectable. Our system is consisting of an array of eight microcantilever (MCS) with a width of 90 μm, a length from 500 to 1000 μm and a thickness from 1 to 10 μm. Combined with a functional layer it is possible to build a very specific sensing system. Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) known to be a thermo-reversible polymer exhibits a coil to globule transition in water at around 32°C [1]. PNI- 
PAM is grafted from the silicon surface of the MCS by atom transfer polymerization (ATRP). The surface layer was analyzed on the single cantilever by μ-focus GISAXS [2] and imaging ellipsometry to determine the layer thickness. We monitored the transition by heating the coated cantilever in water. The bending was detected by the so called deflection method. At the transition temperature a change in bending is clearly observed. The reasons for the bending are discussed as a function of grafting density and layer thickness. [1] Heskia, M., et al., J. Macromol. Sci. Chem. A2 1968, 1411. [2] Wolkenhauer, M., et al., Applied Physics Letters 2006, 89.
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About the importance of thermodynamic properties for the understanding of nanoparticle-matrix interaction — Bartosz Zielinski1, Jörg Baller1, Martine Philipp1, Ravi Bacthavatchalool1, Ulrich Müller1, Jan Krüger1, Wulf Possart2, and Roland Sanctuary1 — 1LPM, University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg — 2Université des Saarlandes, Saarbrücken, Germany
Despite the tremendous importance of thermoset-based nanocomposites there is still a huge lack of understanding concerning the relation between the desired phenomenological properties and the implementation of unexpected structures due to the nanoparticles. We will show,
that from the viewpoint of phenomenology investigations of static and
dynamic thermodynamic properties are amongst the most promising.
Combining selected scenarios of DSC and TMDSC provide a new view
into the interaction mechanisms between nanoparticles and matrix.
The results give access to the interpretation of the active role of the
nanoparticles on network formation. As a model system we have
chosen an epoxy thermoset filled with alumina nanoparticles.
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Self-assembly of liquid crystals induced by chemically patterned
substrates — MANUEL GREUSCH and MARTIN SCHÖN
Stranski-Laboratorium für Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie
Technische Universität Berlin, Straße des 17. Juni 135, D-10623 Berlin
We present Monte Carlo simulations for ellipsoids of revolution inter-
acting with chemically patterned planar walls. The simulations are
performed in the grand-canonical and in the isostress-isotrain ensemble.
In simulations with constant stress the volume of the simulation box
may change in the direction of the wall normal. Two anchoring
mechanisms are investigated, namely, homeotropic alignment (symme-
try axis of the particle parallel to the wall normal) across a strip of
width dcr1, homogeneous planar alignment (symmetry axis is perpen-
dicular to wall normal) outside this strip. The fluid particles interact
via a shifted Lennard-Jones (12,6) potential modified to account for the
interaction between the fluid and the solid. The fluid interacts with the
wall via a Lennard-Jones (10,4) potential and modified to account for
the preferred orientation of the fluid particles. Due to larger geomet-
ric incompatibility stratification is more diffuse than in "simple" fluids.
Molecular frustration at the junction between homeotropic and planar
orienting orientations of the walls decreases with increasing film thickness.
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Effective single-particle dynamics according to the Horitz-
type Langevin equation — JÖRGE R. SILBERMANN, SABINE H.
L. KLAPP1,2, and MARTIN SCHÖN1 — Stranski-Lab für Physikalische
und Theoretische Chemie, Technische Universität Berlin, Straße des
17. Juni 124, 10623 Berlin — 2Institut für Theoretische Physik, Technische
Universität Berlin, Straße des 17. Juni 124, 10623 Berlin
We consider the dynamics of a single tagged particle of mass \( M \) in a
2D Lennard-Jones (LJ) system. Employing the Mori-Zwanzig projec-
tor operator formalism, it is possible to derive an effective equation
of motion of the form of a generalized Langevin equation (GLE). The
"random force" \( F'_r(t) \) appearing in the GLE is in general unknown.
For a harmonic solid, however, one can derive [1] a GLE where \( F'_r(t) \)
coincides with the total force \( F_r(t) \) acting on the tagged particle in a
"reference system", where the mass is changed from \( M \) to an arbitrary
mass \( m \). We study to what extent this GLE is still able to capture the
dynamics of the tagged particle under conditions where the harmonic
approximation is no longer justified. To this end we compute typi-
cal time-autocorrelation functions for the tagged particle in molecular
dynamics simulations for the full LJ system and compare these with the
ones obtained by solving the GLE. We find excellent agreement at
low temperatures and surprisingly good reproduction of the dynamics
even in the high-temperature liquid phase.
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Dipolar ordering between three and two dimensions — R. ANDREEA TRASCĂ1 and SABINE H.L. KLAPP1,2 — Stranski-Laboratorium für Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie, Sekretariat PN 7, Technische Universität Berlin, Straße des 17. Juni 115, D-10623 Berlin
We perform Monte Carlo simulations to investigate the orientational
and translational ordering behavior of dipolar soft-sphere films con-
fined between planar walls with gaps between 5 and 1.5 \( \sigma \) [1]. At 5 \( \sigma \)
the dipolar film exhibits a spontaneous ferromagnetic transition sim-
ilar to one previously found at larger gaps and in bulk [2]. As the
gap is decreased the ferromagnetic order vanishes, but a high degree of
dipolar alignment is preserved, as antiferromagnetic stripes.

Besides the orientational ordering, the dipolar film forms layers due to
soft-sphere interactions. The translational order in the plane of the
layers is investigated using pair correlation functions and bond angle
orientational correlation functions. With the increase of the transla-
tional order of confined soft-sphere films, at very high densities, starting from
the equilibrated soft-sphere configuration and random dipoles, a non-
trivial change of the translational as well as the orientational structure
of the dipolar soft-sphere film is observed.
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Surface-pattern recognition by molecular fluids — TIMO
POPPMANN and MARTIN SCHÖN
Stranski-Laboratorium für Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie, Technische Universität Berlin, Germany
We investigate the phase behavior of molecular, rodlike fluids con-
fined between nonplanar substrates by means of canonical ensemble
Monte Carlo (CMEC) simulations. Substrates are infinitely long in the
y-direction and consist of a periodic sequence of wedge-shaped burrows
of depth \( D \) and periodicity \( s_x \) in the x-direction. Moreover, the sub-
strates stay in register in the x-direction. The interaction potentials are
of the Lennard-Jones type with an anchoring orientation function g(\( \hat{n} \)). We find a clear correlation between the preferred orientation of
molecules and the fluid density in the vicinity of the substrates.
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Multimode analysis of Ni-, Pd-, and Pt- phthalocyanines —
DIADVOU POLULASZ, THIRUVANCHERIL GOPAKUMAR, MICHAEL HE-
TSCHOLD, and MICHAEL SCHREIBER — Institut für Physik, Technische
Universität Chemnitz
We investigate the photoelectron spectra of the first ionization of Ni-
Pd-, and Pt-phthalocyanines by a multimode analysis as the com-
pilation of vibronic coupling constants and reorganization energies with
density functional theory (DFT).
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Structure and thermodynamics of concentrated electrolyte
solutions — IMMANUEL KALCHER and JOACHIM DZUBIELLA
Physics Department, TU Munich
Concentrated electrolytes are a substantial component of many molec-
ular systems, e.g., in cell biology, nanofluids, or clays. The prediction
of their equilibrium structure and thermodynamics in bulk and confine-
ment remains a difficult task. We address this challenge by performing
extensive explicit-water molecular dynamics (MD) computer simula-
tions of electrolytes for a wide range of salt species and concentrations
(<6M). The bulk ion-ion radial distribution functions (rdfs) are calcu-
lated and then used as input in statistical mechanics approaches to pre-
dict macroscopic thermodynamics and the inhomogeneous electrolyte
structure in confinement. Here we utilize the interesting observation
that the water-induced short-range structured of the bulk electrolyte
is only weakly dependent on salt concentration. By applying a simple
Debye-Hückel approach with a concentration dependent permittivity
we show that the different radial distribution functions can be mapped
onto each other by separating the short and long range contributions.
This mapping enables us to reproduce the experimental osmotic pres-
ures of electrolyte solutions fairly well over a range of 0-3 mol with
the knowledge of only two accurate bulk MD simulations. Strong
structural inhomogeneities are observed in MD simulations of concen-
trated electrolytes in nanometer-sized confinement and are compared
to solutions of Poisson-Boltzmann based approaches.
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Influence of the nanoscale lamellar orientation of UHWM-
PE surfaces on the protein adsorption — THOMAS KELLER,
MATTHIAS GROSCH, ERIK VATER, DAVID TRIMBACH, and KLAUS D.
JANDT — Institut für Materialwissenschaft und Werkstofftechnologie
(IMT), Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena, Löbbergraben 32, 07743 Jena
The presented study shows that for thin-melt drawn films of ultra-
high molecular weight polyethylene (UHWM-PE) - an implant mate-
rial already in use - the lamellar crystal arrangement on the surface
can be influenced on the nano-scale by processing conditions. These
lamellae protrude from the film surface and therefore, such highly ori-
ented UHWM-PE films open up the possibility to investigate the in-
teraction of nano-topographic features with proteins and cells. The in-
fluence of the most relevant protein human serum albumin (HSA) was
systematically adsorbed on these UHWM-PE surfaces and analyzed
by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM). Solutions of different
HSA concentrations in PBS buffer were brought onto the highly ori-
dered UHWM-PE surfaces and left for adsorption for different periods
time. By varying the concentration and time for protein adsorp-
tion, a partial to full surface coverage was achieved. On the par-
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Light-induced modifications of the molecular switch 3-(4-4′-dihexyloxy)phenylene dibenzo-1,2,3-thiazole adsorbed on Au(111) studied by two photon photoemission — Nils Heinemann, Oleksiy Andrevoy, Ulrich Jung, Claudia Bornholdt, Olaf Magnusson, Rainer Herbs, and Michael Bauer.

In this contribution we will present 2PPE results of the molecular switch 3-(4-4′-dihexyloxy)phenylene dibenzo-1,2,3-thiazole adsorbed on Au(111) surface by means of the two photon photoemission technique (2PPE).[1]
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MD Simulations of Sheared Polymer Brushes with Explicit Solvent — Andre Galuschko, Torsten Kreer, Joachim Wittmer, and Jörg Boaschangel.

Polymer brushes play an important role as lubricants in many technical applications, e.g. in hard disk drives or artificial joints[1]. They are furthermore believed to be crucial for minimizing friction between rotational system joints[2], such as human knees or hips.

Using Molecular Dynamics simulations of a standard coarse grained model we study the lubrication properties of short chain polymer brushes. We extend further approaches (see, e.g. Refs.[3-5]), which have been performed without explicit solvent, to new simulations, where we now account for hydrodynamic interactions via including solvent molecules. We investigate the static properties of isolated and compressed brushes, and study the response of these systems to stationary and non-stationary shear external shear. This is done under variation of the molecular parameters, i.e. grafting density and chain length. By comparing to previous simulation results of the same model without explicit solvent, we aim at understanding the role of hydrodynamic interactions in polymer brush lubrication.
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Force Studies on Responsive Polymeric Brush Surfaces — Mukesh Kumar Vyas, Konrad Schneider, Bhavanandan, and Manfred Stammbäumer.

Surface forces such as adhesion and friction play important roles in the manipulation, assembly, and operation of micro- and nanoscale devices. We perform atomic force microscopy (AFM) based force studies on poly(styrene)*poly(2-vinylpyridine) (1:1) mixed polymer brushes and corresponding monolayers in air. Adhesion and friction force behaviour of polymer brush surfaces in contact with inorganic and polymer substrates such as silicon, silicon nitride, silicon dioxide with silica particle and colloidal probe with polystyrene (PS) and poly(acrylic acid) brushes on silicon. The effect of switching behaviour of chemical composition of binary brush surfaces (on treatment with suitable solvents) on the wettability, surface roughness, and hence on the adhesion and friction properties of the surfaces, was investigated. Surface roughness values for entire polymer brushes samples were in the same range and had minimal influence on the trend obtained for the force values. Adhesion force values were in accordance with the wettability of the samples. Adhesion and friction
values were correlated to wettability for most of the cases except for the silicon tip.
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**Self-rolled Polymer Microtubes and Toroidal Microcavities** — **Kamlesh Kumar, Valery Luchnikov, and Manfred Stamm** — Leibniz Institute of Polymer Research Dresden, Hohe Strasse 6, 01069 Dresden, Germany

Microtubes and microtoroids of different nature find various applications in microfluidic devices, sensors, filters, wave-guides etc. In the present work, we have investigated the fabrication of microtube and microtoroids by self-rolling of thin strained bilayer polymer films, composed of polystyrene/poly (4-vinyl pyridine) and released in controllable manner from a solid substrate. The bilayer film develops strain due to unequal swelling of polymers in selective solvents and hence the film bends and scrolls in order to minimize its free energy. These tubes and toroids were characterized in detail using optical microscopy, atomic force microscopy, and scanning electron microscopy.

Inferior surfaces of tubes and toroids could be functionalized using photolithography, micro-contact printing, vacuum sputtering of metals, ion beams, plasma chemical activation etc. Photolithography, electron beam lithography and direct mechanical patterning with a sharp blade were used for the structuring of the bilayer before the rolling of tube. Looped tubes with metallized hidden walls, produced by self-rolling technique, may act as micro-resonators in the corresponding frequency range. The self-rolling approach opens new broad opportunities for mesoscale engineering of the tube-based devices, since it combines highly developed planar methods of surface modification with self-organized formation of 3D micro- and nanostructures.
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**Identification of dissipative and elastic contributions in force spectroscopy curves and tapping mode AFM images for polymeric model surfaces** — **Stephan Jahn, Daniel A. M. Egbe, Thomas Henze, and Christian von Borczykowski** — Institut für Physik, Universität Freiburg, Hermann-Herder-Strasse 3, D-79104 Freiburg, Germany — **Valeriy Luchnikov**, **Kamlesh Kumar**, and **Manfred Stamm** — Leibniz Institute of Polymer Research Dresden, Hohe Strasse 6, 01069 Dresden, Germany

A series of regio-random poly(3-alkyl thiophenes-2, 5-diyl) has been obtained for samples of 0.1 ng and 0.06 ng (the samples thickness was 10 \( \mu \text{m} \)).

**Ultrafast nanocalorimetry was applied for hyperquenching in ultrahigh molecular weight linear polyethylene (UHMWPE). We determine the quenching rate required to obtain amorphous polyethylene from the melt. UHMWPE can be strongly supercooled at high cooling rates. The peak in heat capacity \( c_p(T) \) corresponding to crystallization shifts to lower temperatures with increasing cooling rate in the range \( 10^3 \) - \( 10^5 \) K/s. This shift attains saturation at the rate \( 10^5 \) K/s. At subsequent increasing cooling rate the peak in \( c_p(T) \) decreases. Crystallization can not be accomplished for 10 \( \mu \text{s} \) totally amorphous PE obtained for samples of 0.1 ng and 0.06 ng (the samples thickness was 10 \( \mu \text{m} \)). Considerable superheating of the melting in UHMWPE was observed. We have performed superheating measurements for 2.5 ng and 0.06 ng samples melt-crystallized for 1 min at 96°C and 106°C in the range \( 2 \times 10^7 \) - \( 2 \times 10^6 \) K/s of the heating rate. The rate dependence of superheating increment is described by the power law with exponent 0.212.**
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**Side chain dynamics and crystallization in nanophaseregion-random poly(3-alkyl thiophenes)** — **Abhijnan Pankaj, Elke Hempt, and Mario Beiner** — Institut für Physik, Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg, 06099 Halle/Saale, Germany

A series of regio-random poly(3-alkyl thiophenes-2, 5-diyl) has been investigated by differential scanning calorimetry, x-ray scattering and dynamic mechanical analysis. Samples with varying side chain lengths from \( C = 4 \) to \( C = 12 \) alkyl carbons were studied to understand details of the interplay between structure and cooperative dynamics in these nanophaseregion-random side chain polymers. Two glass transitions are observed for the amorphous members (\( C = 4 - 8 \)) like in previously studied atactic poly(n-alkyl methacrylates). In both cases, the aggregation of alkyl groups to small alkyl nanodomains with a typical dimension of about 1 nm is indicated by a prepeak in x-ray scattering data. Crystallization of alkyl groups within the alkyl nanodomains is seen for the higher thiophenes, i.e., for the decyl (\( C = 10 \)) and dodecyl (\( C = 12 \)) members. A special feature which is observed for the dodecyl member is that different melting peaks are seen depicting polymerization of the crystallizable side chains. This is not observed in poly(n-alkyl methacrylates) and poly(n-alkyl acrylates) with similar side chain lengths. Isothermal crystallization results for these samples are presented and discussed in the light of recently developed theories of polymer crystallization.
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Hybrid materials made of organic poly(p-phenylene-ethynylene-alt-poly(p-phenylene-vinylene)) (PPE-PPV) and inorganic semiconductor nanocrystals are promising candidates for various applications. They combine the demand for a high throughput with small structure sizes down to the range of several micrometers. Several properties of PPE-PPV for printing was recently proven [1], additives and impurities were found to considerably affect the optical, functional, and rheological properties of the printing formulation. Apart from some empirical data, their particular role is still poorly understood. In this study, we focus on the influence of semiconductor nanocrystals on the optical properties of a series of ink-jet printable PPE-PPV formulations and their precursors.
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**Static and dynamic properties of tethered chains in different surface regimes. Monte Carlo studies.** — **Radu Descas**, **Jens-Uwe Sommer**, and **Alexander Blumen** — 1Theoretische Polymerpysik, Universität Freiburg, Hermann-Herder-Strasse 3, D-79104 Freiburg, Germany — 2Leibniz-Institut für Polymerforschung Dresden, Hohe Strasse 6, D-01069 Dresden

Using MC simulations combined with scaling arguments we study the adsorption of tethered polymer chains at flat surfaces. The interplays between the grafting density \( \sigma \), the excluded volume, and the strength of adsorption \( \kappa \) lead to different surface regimes. We suggest a \( \sigma - \kappa \) phase diagram and focus on the semidilute surface regime and on the oversaturated brush regime. In these regimes we study both the static [1] and the dynamic [2] properties of the chains. Using scaling arguments and computer simulations we analyse the oversaturated regime of single chains both parallel and perpendicular to the surface. Especially for the parallel component our simulation results agree well with the scaling predictions. In the semidilute regime the dynamics is well described by a model in which the chains form adsorption blobs. In the oversaturated brush regime the system can be visualized as a brush-like state formed on top of a saturated adsorption layer.
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**Hyperquenching in linear polyethylene and ultrafast calorimetry at heating and cooling rates up to 2 millions K/s** — **Alexander Minakov**, **Jens-Uwe Sommer**, and **Christoph Schick** — 1University of Rostock, Institute of Physics, Universitätsplata 3, 18051 Rostock, Germany — 2A.M. Prokhorov General Physics Institute, Vavilov 38, 119991 Moscow, Russia

Ultrafast calorimetry was applied for hyperquenching in ultra high molecular weight linear polyethylene (UHMWPE). We determine the quenching rate required to obtain amorphous polyethylene from the melt. UHMWPE can be strongly supercooled at high cooling rates. The peak in heat capacity \( c_p(T) \) corresponding to crystallization shifts to lower temperatures with increasing cooling rate in the range \( 10^3 - 10^5 \) K/s. This shift attains saturation at the rate \( 10^5 \) K/s. At subsequent increasing cooling rate the peak in \( c_p(T) \) decreases. Crystallization can not be accomplished for 10 \( \mu \text{s} \) totally amorphous PE obtained for samples of 0.1 ng and 0.06 ng (the samples thickness was 10 \( \mu \text{m} \)). Considerable superheating of the melting in UHMWPE was observed. We have performed superheating measurements for 2.5 ng and 0.06 ng samples melt-crystallized for 1 min at 96°C and 106°C in the range \( 2 \times 10^7 \) - \( 2 \times 10^6 \) K/s of the heating rate. The rate dependence of superheating increment is described by the power law with exponent 0.212.
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**Thermo-optical and thermo-mechanical properties of smectic...**
Modelling charge transport in polypyrrole — Mainz, Germany —

Incorporation of liquid-crystal mesogens in polymer backbones and subsequent cross-linking leads to the preparation of main chain liquid crystalline elastomers (LCE). Such compounds show unique effects because of the interaction of mesogenic and elastomer properties.

We report mechanical, x-ray and optical measurements of freely suspended films of such LCE. Among the interesting effects are the reversible elongation of the films along the smectic-isotrop phase transition (thermoelasticity) and a strain induced birefringence due to the coupling of mesogen orientation and applied stress. Elastic and optical parameters are derived from the stress-strain characteristics.

For additional information: "Monodomain Liquid Crystal Main Elastomers by Photocrosslinking" by Patrick Beyer, Eugene M. Terentjev, Rudolf Zentel

CPP 34.27 Thu 17:00 Poster A Observation and visualization of block copolymer microdomain dynamics — •EIKE-CHRISTIAN SPITZNER, CHRISTIAN RIESCH, CHRISTIAN DIETZ, NICOLAUS REHSE, and ROBERT MAGERLE — Chemische Physik, TU Chemnitz, D-09107 Chemnitz

We investigate the microdomain dynamics in thin films of polystyrene-block-polybutadiene copolymers which form hexagonally ordered polystyrene cylinders in bulk. The films are swollen in chloroform, vapour and observed in situ with tapping mode scanning probe microscopy. A temporal resolution of 15 s per frame is achieved. Image sequences show the dynamics of structural phase transitions and individual point defects. Phenomena such as defect annihilation, fluctuations of cylinder thickness and meandering of cylinders are of particular interest. From local Fourier transformations we obtain colour-coded maps of the cylinder orientation. With Nanotomography, consisting of consecutive steps of etching and imaging, we acquire volume images of microdomain structures.

CPP 34.28 Thu 17:00 Poster A Modelling charge transport in polypyrrole — •VICTOR RÜHLE, JAMES KIRKPATRICK, KURT KREMER, and DENIS ANDRIENKO — Max-Planck-Institut für Polymerforschung, Ackermannweg 10, 55221 Mainz, Germany — 2Centre for Electronic Materials and Devices, Department of Physics, Imperial College London, London SW7 2BW, UK

Polypyrrole is one of the most stable and easy to synthesize conductive polymers. The charge transport in its reduced and oxidized states is however not fully understood. The main problem is to link the morphology to the conducting properties, since different time and length scales are involved: the individual electron hops occur on a quantum level and very large structures are involved. The results are discussed with regard to the phase structure of polypyrrole nanocomposites. This includes the construction of phase diagrams. For the first time a correlation between dielectric and gas transport data are given.

CPP 34.31 Thu 17:00 Poster A AFM analysis of novel Polypropylenes — •DIRK DOSER, STEFAN FISCHER, OTTHMAR MARTIN, TIMOTHY DIETERSE, and BERNHARD RIEGER — 1Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Ulm, 89069 Ulm, Germany — 2Wacker-Lehrstuhl für makromolekulare Stoffe, TU München

The aim of this work was to observe the complex structures of novel isotactic Polypropylenes (iPP) using tapping mode and pulsed force mode AFM. Therefore two different approaches in sample preparation were investigated. Thin film preparation on Silicon wafers with toluene solved Polypropylene served to observe the unstrained structure. The thin films were also prepared on stretchable carriers like PDMS for studying the stretched iPP. Second samples of isotactic Polypropylene microtome cuts were prepared by potassium permanganate etching. In that case some samples were stretched before preparation. The results of this measurements will be discussed.

CPP 34.32 Thu 17:00 Poster A Micromechanics of thin films of elastomeric polypropylenes — •MECHTHILD FRANKE, MARIO ZERSON, MARIO JECKE, ROBERT MAGERLE, and NICOLAUS REHSE — Chemische Physik, TU Chemnitz, 09107 Chemnitz

Elastomeric polypropylene consists of lamellar crystals embedded in an amorphous matrix. The arrangement, distribution, and connectivity of these crystals are important factors which determine the mechanical properties of the polymer. Free standing, ~ 1 μm thick films of different elastomeric polypropylenes are produced by dip coating the polymer solution on a NaCl crystal, floating the film onto water, and depositing it on a slotted silicon substrate. A stretching device, based on a piezoelectric drive, allows stretching the free standing film stepwise up to strains of 100%. The changes in shape, orientation, and morphology of crystalline regions are observed in situ with scanning force microscopy. Caused by the induced stress new lamellae crystallize; existing ones elongate or break into blocks. Furthermore, amorphous structures are transformed a lot more than the crystalline ones. Volume images of thin films obtained with SFM based Nanotomography allow to explain some of the observed rearrangements of the microstructure.

CPP 34.33 Thu 17:00 Poster A Nanotomography of semicrystalline polypropylene using bi-modal atomic force microscopy — •CHRISTIAN DIETZ, MARCO ZERSON, CHRISTIAN RIERSCH, ALEXANDER M. GIGLER, ROBERT W. STARK, NICOLAUS REHSE, and ROBERT MAGERLE — 1Technische Universität Chemnitz, Reichenhainer Str. 70, 09107 Chemnitz, Germany — 2Center for Nanoscience and Dept. Earth and Environment Science, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, Theresienstraße 41/II, 80333 München

High resolution volume images of semicrystalline polypropylene were obtained by stepwise wet-chemical etching followed by atomic force decreasing film thickness is observed in contradiction to literature results. A more detailed analysis using a derivative technique shows that the Vogel temperature increases and the fragility parameter decreases with decreasing film thickness.

CPP 34.30 Thu 17:00 Poster A Dielectric and Gas transport Properties of Polymeric Nanocomposites based on Polyhedral Oligomeric Silsesquioxanes — NING HAO, MARTIN BÖHNING, and ANDREAS SCHONHALS — Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing (BAM), 12205 Berlin, Germany

Polymer based nanocomposites continue to show tremendous attention for different applications. They show remarkable property improvement (increased tensile properties, decreased gas permeability, decreased solvent uptake, increased thermal stability and flame retardance) when compared to conventionally scaled composites. Different polymer based nanocomposites are prepared where polycarbonate and polystyrene are used as polymer matrices. As molecular thickness polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes ( POSS) with Phenethyl substituents is used. The property structure relationships of these nanocomposites are investigated by dielectric spectroscopy, gas transport measurements (permeation, sorption) and density measurements as well. The results are discussed with regard to the phase structure of the nanocomposites. This includes the construction of phase diagrams.
microscopy imaging of the specimen. Compositional contrast changes from crystals that are stiff to the amorphous phase which is rather soft. The dissipated energy as function of the cantilever’s oscillation amplitude allows to identify dissipation processes at the nanoscale and to distinguish crystalline from amorphous regions. To enhance resolution, a bimodal atomic force microscope was used where the first two flexural eigenmodes of the cantilever are mechanically excited and the cantilever deflection signal is analyzed using two lock-in amplifiers. While the amplitude of the first mode is used as an electronic feedback signal, the amplitude and phase signal of the second eigenmode are used to distinguish compositional changes of the material. This approach allows for a higher signal to noise ratio than the phase signal of the first eigenmode and it is less influenced by the sample topography.

CPP 33.44 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Influence of substrate temperature on pulsed laser deposited PMMA films — BRITTA LÖSEKRUG, SUSANNE SNYPPART, ANDREAS MESCHEDE, and HANS-ULRICH KREBS — Institut für Materialphysik, Universität Göttingen, Friedrich-Hund-Platz 1, D-37077 Göttingen

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) thin films are important for applications e.g. as coating materials and in microelectronics. Here pulsed laser deposition (PLD) at a wavelength of 248 nm is used with low laser energy densities slightly above the deposition threshold of PMMA (50 mJ/cm²). Under these conditions at room temperature thin films can be produced which are completely smooth and show no droplets at all [1]. In contrast, for higher substrate temperatures above the glass transition (at 110°C) a dewetting of PMMA thin films on Si(111) substrates occurs. Additionally, an increased hardness of these PMMA films compared to films deposited at room temperature is observed. Strates occurs. Additionally, an increased hardness of these PMMA films compared to films deposited at room temperature is observed. So the properties of PMMA films change with substrate temperature during deposition. It can be shown by infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and size exclusion chromatography (SEC) that the chemical composition of the PMMA films is still intact up to 200°C, while the chain lengths are reduced compared to the starting material. At still higher temperatures the dewetting process begins to evaporate.[1]

CPP 33.45 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Crosslinkable Polymer Brushes - Synthesis and Characterization — SEBASTIAN G. J. EMMERLING, ANDREAS HENNAW, and JOCHEN S. GUTMANN — Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research, Ackermannweg 10, D-55128 Mainz, Germany

Atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) has opened the way to macromolecular engineering of polymer materials. In this field, molecular brushes with poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) side chains were prepared by atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) conditions via a macromonomer method (grafting through). The properties of these molecular brushes are determined by the PDMS side chains, giving rise to numerous applications. In most of the cases, silicones are used as coatings because of their unique surface properties. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is undoubtedly the most widely used silicone. To produce this polymer living anionic polymerization was used. To control the precipitation of the macromonomer a crosslinker[2].

CPP 33.47 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Crosslinkable Polymer Brushes - Synthesis and Characterization — SEBASTIAN G. J. EMMERLING, ANDREAS HENNAW, and JOCHEN S. GUTMANN — Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research, Ackermannweg 10, D-55128 Mainz, Germany

Polymer brushes are a special class of block copolymers. They are very promising matrices offering controllable confined geometries and properties, we copolymerize the macromonomer with a benzophenone crosslinker[2].

CPP 33.49 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Crosslinkable Polymer Brushes - Synthesis and Characterization — SEBASTIAN G. J. EMMERLING, ANDREAS HENNAW, and JOCHEN S. GUTMANN — Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research, Ackermannweg 10, D-55128 Mainz, Germany

The use of brushes as matrices in microtechnology and microfluidics is established because of their unique combination of properties such as low surface tension, low glass transition temperature, high permeability to gas, and excellent weather resistance. However, since PDMS is a fluid at room temperature, the homopolymer lacks dimensional stability. In order to produce silicone-based materials with more desirable mechanical properties, we copolymerize the macromonomer with a benzophenone crosslinker[2].

CPP 34.35 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Are there cross-aggregates? — IN-SITU NMR study of the t-butylolithium initiated butadiene polymerization — AZZEH NIU1, J. ALLGÄRER1, L. WILLSN1, J. STELLBRINK1, D. RICHTER1, R. HARTMANN2, and L. J. FETTERS3 — IFFF, Forschungszentrum Jülich, D-52425 Jülich — 1NB2, Forschungszentrum Jülich, D-52425 Jülich — 3Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, USA

The anionic polymerization kinetics and mechanism are complicated by the aggregation phenomena of organolithium compounds. In our previous work, the kinetics and aggregation states were investigated under standard polymerization conditions by the combination of in situ small angle neutron scattering (SANS) and 1H NMR techniques. It is clear that the measurement of kinetic orders is a tool that can be used to assay aggregation states as long as been assumed. We found that the existence of cross-aggregates formed from initiator and the polybutadienylithium head groups can be the reason making the initiator become more reactive than in the pure self-aggregated state.

In an attempt to understand the influence of cross-aggregation plays in anionic polymerization, the investigation on cross-aggregation of an anionic polymerization were performed by high resolution 1H NMR and 13C NMR. The cross-aggregation in the mixture of t-butylithium and living chains, 3-Napentylithium and in the initiation stage of real polymerization were studied. It is clear that there are cross-aggregates and they play an important role in anionic polymerization.

CPP 34.36 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Crystallization Kinetics in Nanocomposites of Semicrystalline Polymers — ANDREAS WURM1, ALEXANDER MINAVO2, DIRK LELLINGER2, TETYANA SKIPA2, INGO ALIG2, PETRA GÖTSCHKE2, and CHRISTOPH SCHICK2 — 1University of Rostock, Institute of Physics, Physikerstrasse, 18051 Rostock, Germany — 2Technische Universität Darmstadt, Fachgebiet für Schwerionenkernphysik mbH

With improvements in creating well-defined mesopores in the last decades their use for investigations in nanotechnology gained great attraction. They are very promising matrices offering controllable confined geometries for self-organisation processes. Before their use as matrices it is essential to characterise these systems. In current scientific literature mesoporous systems are the object of close investigations.

In our work two kinds of mesoporous systems, highly ordered 2D hexagonal cylindrical alumina on one hand and randomly distributed well defined cylindrical ion-track polycarbonate pores were investigated with small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and additionally with scanning electron microscopy. The data are analysed with the help of currently accepted models modified to deal with different sample ori- entations. Hence important properties like opening diameter, cylinder distance, polydispersity and sample orientation, that show up in anisotropy of the scattering image, can be characterised.

We fill this well-defined mesopores with diblock-copolymers. Static and time-resolved scattering experiments are planned to investigate structure formation in this kind of confined geometries. The influence of the confining geometry on the resulting structure and the potential of SAXS to determine these structures will be discussed.
6.6 filled with different concentrations of nanoparticles (Nanofil 919) to provide a wide range of systems with different mobility. We used a temperature modulated DSC (TM-DSC) technique to determine heat capacity at the glass transition of the polymer. The existence of an immobilized fraction in PA / Nanofil 919 nanocomposites was shown. We obtained crystalline fraction, C, immobilized fraction, RAF, and remaining mobile amorphous fraction of the polymer part, determined by annealing 29.2 wt.% nanoparticles. For composites with less than 29.2 wt.% filler content, also a slight decrease in Tg was found for more than 29.2 wt.% nanoparticles, the Tg is independent on filler content. By annealing experiments at and below the glass transition these results were verified.

CPP 34.40 Thu 17:00 Poster A Solidification of fast crystallizing polymers studied by differential chip nano-calorimetry — Evgeny Zhuravlev, Saurabh Garg, Andreas Wurm, and Christoph Schick — University of Rostock, Institute of Physics, Universitätsplatz 3, 18051 Rostock, Germany

The device was developed for investigation of thermal processes during fast thermal treatments of nanosized samples. The idea of the device is based on fast sequential heating and cooling. It consists of a high sensitive, low addenda heat capacity thin film sensors used as sample and reference measuring cell. Small heated area and sensitive thermopiles allow both controlled fast heating and cooling.

Electrical control circuit was slightly modified in comparison with PerkinElmer power compensated DSC. This solution gives directly control of the heating rate to the sample and heating rate to the enclosure.

The device works in the range of scanning rates between 0.1 and 10000 K/s with nanogram samples. It positioned exactly between existing DSC and ultra-fast scanning techniques. Scheme, main principles and working of control circuits will be presented. We show first data on In, Sn and Pb. Measurements of supercooling of Sn samples using DSC, differential power compensated fast scanning technique and ultra-fast scanning is discussed. These measurements cover 10 orders of magnitude in scanning rate. Further we present data on isothermal crystallization of IPP and nucleated IPP in a wide temperature and dynamic range.

CPP 34.41 Thu 17:00 Poster A Theoretical study of electron transfer through polyacetylene nanowires in different contact structures — Davoud Pouladzad1, Saieedeh Mohammadi Zeid2, Thomas Gessner2, Michael Schreiber2, and Reinhard Streiter2 — 1Institut für Physik, Technische Universität Chemnitz. 2Zentrum für Mikrotechnologien, Technische Universität Chemnitz.

The electron transfer of polyacetylene nanowires is studied by employing the non-equilibrium Green function’s technique within the density-functional-based tight-binding method. The conductance of trans-polyacetylene molecules, sandwiched between Au(111) surfaces in three different contact structures, is calculated for various lengths. As well, the dependence of the conductance oscillations on the length of the molecules is investigated.

CPP 34.42 Thu 17:00 Poster A Dielectric Properties of nanocomposites based on polyethylene and layered double hydroxide — Andreas Schönhals1, Francis Reny Costa1, Udo Wagenknecht1, and Gert Heinrich2 — 1Leibniz Institute of Polymer Research, Hohe Straße 6, D-01069 Dresden. 2Fraunhofer-Institut für Algorithmen und Wissenschaftliches Rechnen, D-12205 Berlin.

Polymer based nanocomposites continue to receive tremendous attention for different applications. They show remarkable property improvement (increased tensile properties, decreased gas permeability, decreased solvent uptake, increased thermal stability and flame retardance) when compared to the scaled properties of the neat polymer. The dielectric properties of nanocomposites based on Mg / Al layered double hydroxide (LDH) as nanofillers and polyethylene (PE) as matrix are investigated by dielectric spectroscopy (10 mHz to 10 MHz) in a large temperature range. One dielectric active relaxation processes is observed which increases in its intensity with the concentration of the incooperated LDH. It is associated to the coupled relaxation of PE segments which fluctuate together with the surfactant. The polar surfactant used for the interaction/exfoliation enables to observe the molecular motions of the apolar PE segments located close to the LDH sheets. A quantitative analysis provides information about the amount of the interfacial region between the inorganic LDH sheets and the bulk PE matrix.

CPP 34.43 Thu 17:00 Poster A Microstructure and anisotropic properties of Polyamide 6 films — Astrid Naumann1, Hussein Shanak1, Karl-Heinz Eisele1, Jan Lion1, Walter Goetz2, and Rolf Pelster1 — 1Universität des Saarlandes, Gebäude E2 6, 66123 Saarbrücken, Germany — 2BASF Company, 67056 Ludwigshafen, Germany

We have studied the anisotropy and homogeneity of Polyamide 6 films that were prepared using different stretching techniques (uniaxial, sequential biaxial, simultaneous biaxial and "double bubble"). Structural changes concerning crystallinity and orientation of crystallites are evaluated using X-ray measurements (SAXS, pole figures). We show how the microstructure correlates with the anisotropy of properties, that are sensitive to the molecular orientation (microwave permittivity and infrared absorption). We conclude with a quantitative comparison of the above industrial production techniques.

CPP 34.44 Thu 17:00 Poster A Crystallization kinetics of monodisperse n-alkanes at high supercooling — Sergey Adamovsky and Christoph Schick — University of Rostock, Institute of Physics, Polymer Physics Group, 18051 Rostock, Germany

Production of monodisperse n-alkanes allows to study the nanoscale process of polymer crystallization by measurements on a macro scale. Because of exactly the same chain length a measurable amount of material behaves similar way. This way providing an opportunity to derive conclusions about individual crystals from the measured sample-average properties.

Mostly DSC equipment was used for calorimetric study of these materials which is limited to tens of seconds in time resolution; thus only the high temperature slow-end tail of melt crystallization was accessible.

Fast scanning calorimetric technique2 developed in our lab was applied to study crystallization behavior of these materials. This allowed studying kinetics of crystallization from melt in a wide temperature range with crystallization halftimes from milliseconds to hours. Results for three selected samples are presented: C125H246, C269H52 and C390H76.

CPP 34.45 Thu 17:00 Poster A Microphase separation in cross-linked polymer melts — Abigail Klopper1, Carsten Svenborg2, and Ralf Everaers3 — 1Max-Planck-Institut für Physik komplexer Systeme, Dresden; 2Department of Chemistry and Interdisciplinary Nanoscience Center (iNano), University of Aarhus, Aarhus, Denmark; 3Université de Lyon, Laboratoire de Physique, École Normale Supérieure de Lyon, Lyon, France

Highly concentrated liquids comprising long polymeric chains can undergo a process of cross-linking, invoking the formation of a disordered solid with a frozen memory of its preparation conditions. The cross-linking creates quenched topological and conformational disorder which plays a role familiar from glassy systems in breaking the translational symmetry of the initial liquid state. In mixtures of different polymer species interacting with one another, it is responsible for the inhibition of a bulk phase separation and the establishment of microphases on intermediate length scales.

We pair a replica formalism with data from large-scale molecular dynamics simulations of nearly ideal cross-linked polymer systems with purely repulsive monomer interactions. By combining simulation with theory in this way, we are able to describe neutron scattering measurements in microphase-separating systems with attractive monomer interactions without resorting to exhaustive simulation. In doing so, we uncover system-specific effects relating to the intrinsic length scales of our networks.

CPP 34.46 Thu 17:00 Poster A Structure and dynamics of coarse grained polystyrene melts — Dominik Fritz, Vaggelis A. Harmandaris, Dirk Reith, Nico F. A. van der Vegt1, and Kurt Kremer2 — 1Max-Planck-Institut für Polymerforschung, Ackermannweg 10, 55128 Mainz, Germany — 2Fraunhofer-Institut für Algorithmen und Wissenschaftliches Rechnen,
Schloss Birlinghoven, 53754 St. Augustin, Germany

Polymers show characteristic properties in a wide range of time scales. To access longer time scales in simulations, purely atomistic simulations are far too expensive to perform. The mesoscopic description of polymers allows us to exceed the computational limitations of atomistic simulations. Following a systematic procedure one coarse grains atomistic model into mesoscopic models, which cover time scales larger by several orders of magnitude. By reinserting details into systems, simulated with the mesoscopic model, we get well-equilibrated atomistic systems of high molecular weight.

In this contribution, we study coarse grained models of atactic polystyrene and compare its static and dynamic properties to atomistic simulations. The interaction of micelles depends on the detailed force fields, we look especially at aspects of the time scales in atomistic and mesoscopic simulations. We investigate mapping factors between dynamic properties, e.g., diffusion constants, in atomistic and mesoscopic melt simulations and their dependence on chain length.

CPP 34.47 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Microdomain Dynamics in Thin Films of Blockcopolymer Melts with Highly Ordered Cylinder Morphology — Peter Fey, Christian Risch, Sabine Rehse, Nicolaus Rehse, and Robert Magele — Chemische Physik, TU Chemnitz, 09107 Chemnitz

We study a polystyrene-block-polybutadiene copolymer melt which forms cylinders in the bulk. With a shearing device based on a rubber stamp large areas of cylinders oriented parallel to the surface are produced in films of a thickness equivalent to one or two cylinder layers. After alignment, the film surface is imaged with tapping mode atomic force microscopy. It allows in-situ observation of the polymer melt during annealing at high temperatures (≥100 - 130°C). The fluctuations of the orientation and width of cylinders is quantified using image processing algorithms, such as local Fourier transformations. Our goal is to achieve a better understanding of microdomain shape fluctuations in thermal equilibrium. Specimens with different degree of alignment are used to study the influence of defects on the observed dynamics.

CPP 34.48 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Logarithmic chain-exchange kinetics of diblock copolymer micelles — Reidar Lund1,2, Lutz Willner3, Jörg Stellbrink3, and Dietter Richter3 — 1IFF, Forschungszentrum Jülich, D-52425 Jülich — 2Domostia International Physics Center, 20018 San Sebastián, Spain

We present a study of equilibrium chain-exchange kinetics of a well-defined model system for starlike PEP-PEO micelles in water/DMF mixtures [1, 2]. In this study we used time resolved small angle neutron scattering (TR-SANS) technique employing a particular H/D labelling scheme. This technique is perfectly suited for determination of exchange kinetics in equilibrium as, unlike other techniques, virtually no chemical or physical perturbations are imposed on the system.

The exchange kinetics crucially depends on the interaction between cylinders, i.e., the surface-to-surface interaction γ. By variation of γ the rate could be tuned over a wide time scale spanning from milliseconds to infinity. The results show that the kinetic follows a logarithmic time dependence [3] in sharp contrast to theory where single exponential behavior is predicted [4]. The logarithmic time dependence hints towards strongly coupled chain dynamics within the micellar cores induced by geometrical constraints. The same feature has been found for two other micellar systems confirming a general feature of exchange kinetics of block copolymer micelles.


CPP 34.49 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Self Assembly of Block Copolymer Micelles — Michael Stroh1, Gerald Johannes Schneider, Jörg Stellbrink, Jürgen Allgaier, and Dietter Richter — Institut für Festkörperforschung, Forschungszentrum Jülich, 52425 Jülich

Amphiphilic diblock copolymers play a crucial role in basic research as well as in applied science. In aqueous solution these diblock copolymers form micelles, which structure depends on the interfacial tension between the hydrophobic block and the selective solvent. Using recently synthesized poly(alkylen oxide)-poly(ethylen oxide) block copolymers (FAO-PEO) the variation of the interfacial tension can now be achieved by changing the monomer of the hydrophobic block but keeping the same solvent, i.e., water. In the homologue series propylenoxide (PPO), butylenoxide (PBO), hexylenoxide (PHO), and octylenoxide (POO) the hydrophobicity increases continuously due to the growing aliphatic side group.

We present the results of static light scattering experiments and small angle neutron scattering experiments on the samples mentioned above.

CPP 34.50 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Multiple-quantum NMR study of entangled polymer melt dynamics — Fabian Vaca Chavez and Kay Saalwächter — Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg, Institut für Physik; Friedemann-Bach-Platz 6, D-06108 Halle (Germany)

Entangled polymers melts exhibit a variety of dynamic processes covering a wide range of time scales, starting form the fast segmental reorientation in the picoseconds scale up to the diffusive and cooperative motions in the range of seconds. NMR is a powerful tool to study molecular dynamics due to its sensitivity to different molecular motions. In particular, multiple quantum (MQ) NMR emerged a few years ago as a new and robust tool to study polymer chain dynamics [1]. This technique yields quantitative information in particular on chain ordering, i.e., on entanglement effects and crosslink densities, and on the timescale of chain motion. In this work, we apply MQ NMR to linear poly(cis-1,4-isoprene) (P1) and poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) over suitable ranges of well defined molecular weight and temperature, in order to establish the dynamic regimes predicted by the tube model, and obtain in in-depth comparison of the entangled dynamics of these polymers. The data is analyzed by establishing simple scaling laws [1], and full analytical expressions based on a correlation function which explicitly includes the Rossé and reptation dynamics [2].


CPP 34.51 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Polyelectrolyte-Compression Forces between Spherical DNA Brushes — Katja Kegler1, Martin Koniecny2, Gustavo Dominguez-Espinosa2, Christof Gutsche3, Matthias Salomo1, Friedrich Kremer4, and Christos N. Likos2 — 1Institute for Experimental Physics I, University of Leipzig, Linestr. 5, D-04103 Leipzig, Germany — 2Institute for Theoretical Physics II, Soft Matter Theorists, Universität Düsseldorf, Universitätsstr. 1, D-40225 Düsseldorf, Germany

Optical tweezers are employed to measure the forces of interaction between a single pair of DNA-grafted colloids in dependence of the molecular weight of the DNA-chains, and the concentration and valence of the surrounding ionic medium [1]. The resulting forces are short-range and set in as the surface-to-surface distance between the colloidal cores reaches the value of the brush height. The measured force-distance dependence is analyzed by means of a theoretical treatment based on the compression of the chains on the surface of the opposite-lying colloid. Quantitative agreement with the experiment is obtained for all parameter combinations. [2]


CPP 34.52 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Static and dynamic properties of Polyelectrolytes — Jens Smiatek and Friedrich Schönherr — Fachgebiet für Physik, Condensed Matter Theory, Universität Bielefeld, 33615 Bielefeld, Germany

We study the dynamics of charged macromolecules in salt solutions, taking full account of the electrostatic and the hydrodynamic interactions.

The polyelectrolyte is modeled by a simple coarse-grained bead-spring model which is embedded in free solution. All particles are described by Discrete Particle Dynamics and we use the freely available software package ESPResSo.

Special interest is spent on the dynamic and static properties of polyelectrolytes like the structure factor and the single monomer displacement. All results will be carefully analyzed in the light of existing theories.

CPP 34.53 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Polypropylene Nanowires Grown from Polyelectrolyte Single Molecules — Vera Bocharova1, Anton Kiriy1, Hartmut
Vinzelberg, Ingolf Moench, and Manfred Staim — Leibniz Institute of Polymer Research Dresden, Dresden, Germany — Leibniz Institute for Solid State and Materials Research, Dresden, Germany

Low-dimensional nanostructures of conductive polymers have attracted a great interest as building blocks for future miniaturized nanoelectronic devices and highly sensitive chemical or biological sensors. We have developed a template method to grow continuous highly conductive polypyrrole (Ppy) nanovires (NWs) of variable diameter by polymerization of pyrrole from individual adsorbed polystyrene sulfonic acid (PSA) molecules. [Bocharova, V. Kiriy, A.; Vinzelberg, H.; Mönch, I.; Stamm, M. Angew. Chem. 2005, 117, 65-69] The DC conductivity of individual Ppy NWs is not linearly dependent on their diameter. It is likely due to granular structure of the NWs and a percolation-like conductivity reflecting a transition from 1D to 2D and then to 3D-percolation networks of grains resulting into increase of the conductivity up to typical Ppy bulk conductivity. We found that the conductivity decreases with decreasing of temperature, as typical for semiconductors. The conductivity can be described using variable range hopping model. According to this model the transition from 2D to 3D-percolation network of spherical grains was found.

CPP 34.54 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Influence of solvent and counterion on the effective charge and size of polyelectrolytes — Ute Böhm and Ulrich Scheller — Leibniz Institute of Polymer Research Dresden, Hohe Strasse 6, D-01069 Dresden, Germany

The effective charge of polyelectrolytes in mixtures of organic solvents and water is primarily governed by the permittivity. Decreasing the dielectric constant leads to stronger charge-charge interaction on the polyelectrolyte resulting in enhanced counterion condensation and thus reduced effective charge. A combination of diffusion and electrophoresis NMR is applied to determine the effective charge of polyelectrolytes with different monovalent counterions in polar solvents adjusting permittivity by water content [1,2].

In solvents with high water fraction the charge decreases linearly with the permittivity while in mixtures with low water content the effective charge and size of the polyelectrolyte drops dramatically depending on the counterion. Reduced repulsive interactions between the charges along the chain lead to a more compact conformation of the polyelectrolyte.


CPP 34.55 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Phase behavior of polyelectrolyte multilayer investigated by thin film calorimetry — Heiko Huth, Renate Müller, Andreas Ferny, and Christoph Schürch — Universität Rostock Institut für Physik, Universitätsplatz 3, 18051 Rostock — MPI für Kolloid- und Grenzflächenforschung, Am Mühlenberg, 14424 Potsdam — Universität Bayreuth Physikalische Chemie II, Universitätsstr. 30, 95447 Bayreuth

Polyelectrolyte multilayers can be easily assembled using spraying or dipping of the different polyelectrolytes [1]. The thickness of the produced layers (nanometer range) is well controlled by the preparation conditions. Only a few methods are available for dynamic investigations, as aim for mechanical properties [2].

AC-chip calorimetry is used as a very sensitive tool for calorimetric investigations of such thin films as demonstrated for thin polymeric films [3]. To investigate the phase behavior of polyelectrolytes the humidity is used as a new parameter in addition to temperature for calorimetry. First measurements with the modified calorimeter for the PSS/PDADMAC polyelectrolyte multilayer system are shown. Further extensions of the calorimeter for better understanding of the phase behavior are discussed.


CPP 34.56 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Influence of preparation conditions on lateral and vertical structure of polyelectrolyte multilayers — Matthias Cornelsen, Steffen Block, Manesh Gopinadhan, and Christiane A. Helm — Institut für Physik, Ernst-Moritz-Arndt Universität, Felix-Hausdorff-Str. 6, D-17489 Greifswald, Germany

Polyelectrolyte multilayers from PAH and PSS are formed at different ion concentrations and temperatures. If the electrostatic force is screened (i.e. the ion concentration exceeds 0.05 M), then the film thickness increases on the rise of both temperature and salt concentration. However, for each salt concentration there is a maximum temperature up to which stable films can be formed. If films from temperatures 40 to 5 K below this maximum temperature are compared, one finds a X-ray reflectivity that the film/air roughness increases (from 1 to 4.5 nm) on approach to the maximum temperature. Also, with AFM a surface coarsening is observed on the scale of 150 to 300 nm. Furthermore, the average distance between height maxima is measured, which changes depending on preparation conditions from 15 to 30 nm. These maxima may be attributed to coils or parts of coils of single chains.

CPP 34.57 Thu 17:00 Poster A

Water incorporation in polyelectrolyte multilayers: Hofmeister effect? — Oxana Ivanova, Olaf Soltwedel, Manesh Gopinadhan, Jens-Uwe Günther, Matthias Cornelsen, Roland Stötzl, and Christiane A. Helm — Institut für Physik, Ernst-Moritz-Arndt Universität, Felix-Hausdorff-Straße 6, D-17489 Greifswald, Germany

The Hofmeister effect - the effect of salt on the hydrophobic effect - is investigated on the formation of polyelectrolyte multilayers is studied. Films are prepared while varying the preparation temperature T and the counterion (1 M XCl). For characterization, X-ray and neutron reflectivity are used. Selectively deuterated polyanion layers lead to at least two superstructure peaks. The PAA/PSS bilayer thickness is independent of the kind of salt and increases on temperature rise. Yet, at low T the amount of bound water depends strongly on the position of the cation in the Hofmeister series (Cs+ < K+ < Na+). The inner roughness is 30-40 % of the bilayer thickness; it increases to up to 60% at high T. The temperature at which the roughening starts is a function of the counterion (ca. 50°C for NaCl, ca. 40°C for KCl and ca. 30°C for CsCl). It appears that the temperature effect - which is attributed to the melting of the first shell on temperature rise - is promoted by the counterions as predicted by the Hofmeister series. The effect is subtle; it manifests itself as an increased internal roughness, a loss of bound water and a downshift of the roughening temperature whereas the thickness of the deposited bilayer is not affected.